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The difference between the position of London journeymen and
workmen in the provinces had puzzled the trade union or trade dub
deputies sent from manufacturing towns and they had asked Place to
explain it. Why had the former been able to prevent a reduction in their
wages from the war-time level, while the others had not? Place attri-
buted the London artisan's advantage to the seasonal nature of London
trades and a shortage of labour in brisk times.
If then the masters were to strike against the men in the slack time, the men
would strike against the masters in the brisk time, and the inconvenience,
vexation and loss would greatly over-balance any good to the masters, even
if they succeeded, which it is pretty certain they would not, in reducing the
wages of their journeymen. Very few attempts have therefore been made in
London to reduce their wages, and the few which have been tnadg have not
been pushed to extremities.165
Place is speaking only of * the journeymen tradesmen and consider-
able bodies of workmen in London*. The vital question, and one to
which there can be no certain answer, is the relative numbers of the
skilled artisans, labourers, casual workers, street sellers, and of the mass
of beggars, thieves and prostitutes. Accounts of the working-classes in
the early nineteenth century were apt to confuse these indiscriminately,
a middle-class point of view which exasperated Place.
If the character and conduct of the working-people are to be taken from re-
views, magazines, pamphlets, newspapers, reports of the two Houses of
Parliament and the Factory Commissioners, we shall find them all jumbled
together as the 'lower orders*, the most skilled and the most prudent work-
men, with the most ignorant and imprudent labourers and paupers, though
the difference is great indeed, and indeed in many cases will scarce admit of
comparison.166
Such a confusion is to be found in an extreme form in Engels's
Condition of the Working Classes in, England in 1844,* collection of
authentic and terrible facts carefully selected from the material Place
criticizes. It is implicit in Disraeli's *two nations*. Such books obscure
the real question: how did the different grades of workers vary in
relation to each other and to the residuum of non-workers? Changes in
administration prevent the poor law figures from throwing much ligjbt
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